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The LiftED Franchise
Program
The Challenge: What’s Important Right Now
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Your franchise eco-

The ability to build a

You need to understand

It’s about building a

system operates under

thriving franchise network

just how your business

network so strong it

levels of scrutiny not

which delivers to the

thrives, what works and

can wrest back control

experienced before

expectations of founders,

what doesn’t

from external forces

shareholders, regulatory
bodies, franchisees and
their communities is now
done in an environment
resulting in external factors
seemingly in control

THE APPROACH

Colliding research with commercial reality has led to a much deeper understanding of what
matters in creating a sustainable franchise and enabled FranchiseED to develop a unique
diagnostic tool that dives deep into your organisation.
This is done through the LiftED™ Franchise a diagnostic tool that leverages our Thriving
Franchise Model, built from current, real time research at every level of the industry. It is like a
360 degree feedback for your franchise system.
The LiftED™ Franchise program will allow you to objectively look at your business and see
past the obvious in a diagnostic or continual improvement capacity.
This program assesses your franchise against all elements of the Thriving Franchise Model
and will assess your performance in the following categories:

Commitment to innovation (being agile,
creating the sandpit, constant re-investment)
Prime leadership (stakeholder engagement,
clear vision of the future, strong and respectful culture)
Effective Execution (system to deliver profit, building
high-performance teams, holding the line)

KEY OUTCOMES
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A detailed report, explaining the

Implementable and robust

A post report Debrief Call via

findings for each of the categories

recommendations that

Zoom, recorded, to explore

indicating your franchises level of

provide you with

areas for clarification.

functionality across each one. This

a playbook or roadmap to

report will bring together the

franchise vitality.

1
elements of the model and our
15+ years of franchise research
and improvement.

THE PROCESS
Briefing and clarification facilitated by Kerry Miles with
the CEO or nominated key stakeholder

Up to a two-hour meeting with the CEO or franchise
founder; which can be virtually or in person

Up to a two-hour meeting with your National
Operations Manager or equivalent

Up to a two-hour meeting with one of your BDM’s or
equivalent

Up to two-hour meetings with 3 franchisees – 1 each of low
performing, average performing, and high performing

Confidential access to corporate and franchise documents
which will be identified on confirmation of participation

I’m an outsider with decades of experience
working across the franchise sector,
working with you on the inside.

ASSUMPTIONS
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This program brings a laser focus
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Time is of the essence to build

Full and timely access will be given

to Strategic Insights on your

crystal clear clarity regarding

to Kerry and /or her nominated

franchise

your future strategic direction

subject matter experts to your staff
and franchisees, and
communication channels smooth

YOUR INVESTMENT

WHAT'S NEXT

$9,000 paid upfront (plus GST)
or
$5,000 paid on signing of contract
and $5,000 on delivery of report
(plus GST)

You can reach out to Kerry to chat
through the program if you need more
insight into whether or not it is aligned to
you. Or, you can simply decide to do this,
let me know via email and I’ll send
through a services agreement within one
business day.

Kerry Miles
Director, FranchiseED
Certified Franchise Executive

Kerry is at the forefront of understanding what
it takes to create thriving franchises with a
comprehensive perspective encompassing both
the franchisor and franchisee. Shifting from 5
years owning a business within the franchise
sector, to more than 10 years heading up Griffith
University’s Franchise Centre as General and
Business Manager Kerry’s work is unique and
driven by maintaining an independent
perspective. Her clients include large and small
franchise organisations and not-for-profits
looking to scale up their operations.

Let's have a conversation
+61 438 784 511
Kerry@franchise-ed.org.au
www.linkedin.com/kerry-miles-franchiseed/
www.franchise-ed.org.au

